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Abst rac t - - In  this note, we show how to reduce a monotone horizontal linear complementarity 
problem to a (standard) monotone linear complementarity problem. The main steps involved in this 
reduction are: finding a maximal linearly independent column set of a given matrix (or equivalently, 
converting a matrix to its reduced row echelon form) and inverting a nonsingular matrix. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a given matrix M E N ~x~ and a vector q E R ~, the (standard) linear complementarity 
problem, LCP(M,q) ,  is to find a vector x E R ~ such that 
x > O, y = Mx + q > O, and xTy ---- 0. (1) 
The importance of this problem is well documented in the literature; see for example, [1,2]. 
Currently, an important generalization of this problem called the horizontal linear complemen- 
tarity problem (HLCP) is being studied by several authors. Given two matrices A and B in R nxn 
and a vector q E R ~, HLCP(A, B, q) is to find vectors x and y in ]~ such that 
Ay - Bx  = q, x >_ O, y >_ O, xTy = O. (2) 
Clearly, when A is invertible, the above HLCP can be written as LCP(A-1B,  A- lq ) .  
We shall say that the pair {A, B} (as given in (2)) has the column monotonicity property and 
call HLCP(A, B, q) a monotone HLCP if 
Ay - Bx  = 0 ~ xTy >__ O. (3) 
For the monotone HLCP, interior point methods have been described by Zhang [3], Monteiro and 
Tsuchiya [4], and Billups and Ferris [5]; error bound results were studied by Luo and Pang [6]. 
For a study of the column monotonicity property in electrical networks, see [7]. 
It  was observed by Sznajder and Gowda [8] that when the pair {A, B} has the column 
monotonicity property, HLCP(A, B, q) can be reduced to a standard monotone LCP. Their proof 
consists in showing that A + B is nonsingular and hence {A, B} has a nonsingular column rep- 
resentative which could then be used to reduce the given HLCP to a standard LCP. The actual 
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method of finding such a nonsingular column representative (say, in polynomial time) was not 
discussed in the Sznajder and Gowda paper. 
Independently, in [9], Tiitiincii and Todd describe a (graph-theoretic) algorithm of polynomial 
complexity. This algorithm starts with (any) given HLCP(A, B, q) and at the end produces an 
equivalent HLCP(A', B', q') where either 
(i) A' is the n × n identity matrix (in which case we have an LCP) or 
(ii) 
A' = I and B' = * . 
0 0 
The algorithm works by successively finding matrices A (1), A (2) . . . .  , A (p) where .4 (1) is the row 
reduced form with identity I in the north-west corner, A (p) = A', and rank A (k) increases trictly 
as k goes from 1 to p. Tiitiincii and Todd then prove that (ii) cannot hold when {.4, B} has the 
column monotonicity property (more generally when {A, B} is a P0-pair; see [9] for details). 
The purpose of this note is to describe a simple way of rewriting (2), when {A, B} satisfies the 
column monotonicity property, as 
Cv - Du = q, u > O, v >_ O, uTv = O, (4) 
with C invertible and C-1D monotone (i.e., positive semidefinite), thereby reducing the given 
HLCP to the monotone LCP(C- ID,  C-lq). 
2. THE REDUCTION 
To see how (2) can be reduced to (4) with C-1D monotone, assume that {A,B} in (2) 
has the column monotonicity property. If A is nonsingular, we already have the monotone 
LCP(A-1B, A- lq) .  So assume that A is singular. With the observation that A ~ 0, we find a 
maximal set of linearly independent columns of A. (Note that this set can be identified in O(n 3) 
operations. For example, if A is reduced to its row echelon form, then the columns corresponding 
to the appropriate unit vectors will give such a maximal set.) Let {Ail, Ai2,.- . ,  AiL} denote this 
maximal set. Using subscripts to denote columns, we define matrices C and D by 
Aj if j C {i l , i2,. . . , iL} and nj  : ~ Bj if j E {il, i2,... ,iL} cj (5) [ -B j  otherwise [ -A j  otherwise. 
Correspondingly, we define new variables v and u by 
{ xj i f j  E {i l , i2 , . . .  , iL} yj i f j  E {i l , i2 , . . .  ,iL} and uj 
vj  = = (6)  
xj otherwise yj otherwise. 
Clearly, (2) is now written as (4); furthermore, {C, D} has the column monotonicity property. 
We now show that C is nonsingular. For notational simplicity, we assume that  {il, i2 , . . . ,  iL} = 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  L}. Suppose that C is singular, so that for some nonzero vector z C R n, 
zlA1 + z2A2 ... + ZLAL -- ZL+IBL+I . . . .  znBn = O. 
Since z ¢ 0 and the set {A1, A2, . . . ,  AL} is linearly independent, we see that for some j > L + 1, 
zj ~ O. Without loss of generality, let ZL+l ~ O. Since the set {A1,A2,. . . ,AL+I} is linearly 
dependent, for some scalars Wl, w2, • •., wL, we have 
wlA1 + w2A2 + ... + WLAL + AL+I = O. 
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It follows, from the above two equations, that for any scalar A, 
(zl + Awl)A1 + (z: + Aw2)A2 • • • + (ZL ÷ AWL)AL ÷ AAL+I - ZL+IBL+I . . . .  znBn = O. 
Now the column monotonicity of {A, B} implies that )~ZL+I ~_ O. Since A is arbitrary, we must 
have z i+ l  = 0 leading to a contradiction. Hence C is nonsingular. 
Clearly, the column monotonicity of {C, D} is equivalent o that of {I, C-1D} proving the 
monotonicity (i.e., positive semidefiniteness) of C-1D.  Now multiplying the first equation in (4) 
by C -1, we see that (4) is equivalent to LCP(C-1D,  C- lq ) .  
We end this note with two remarks. 
REMARK 1. In the above argument, we picked an arbitrary maximal inearly independent set of 
columns in A and constructed the nonsingular matrix C. This breaks down if monotonicity is 
not assumed. For example, let 
A= I10 10] and B= [01 00]. 
Then the matrix formed by the first column of A and the second column of B is singular. We 
also note that the pair {A, B} is a P0-pair [9], i.e., whenever Ay - Bx  = 0 and (x, y) 7t (0, 0), 
there exists an index i such that either xi or Yi is nonzero, and xiyi  >_ O. 
REMARK 2. Suppose that A, B E ~nxn, and a, b E R n. Consider the vertical inear complemen- 
tarity problem of finding a vector x E ]R n such that 
Ax + a >_ O, Bx + b > 0,  (Az ÷ a)T(Bx ÷ b) = O. 
If {A T, B T} has the column monotonicity property (in which case we say that {A, B} has the 
row monotonic i ty property), our previous analysis produces two row representatives C and D 
of {A,B} (which means that for each index i, either C i = A i and D i = B i, or C i = B i and 
D i -- A i where the superscript denotes the corresponding row) such that C is invertible and 
DC-1  is positive semidefinite. The above problem can now be written as 
Cx ÷ c >_ O, Dx  ÷ d > O, (Cx  ÷ c )T (Dx  ÷ d) --- 0, 
which, upon putting z = Cx + c, can be transformed into an LCP with the positive semidefinite 
matrix DC -1. 
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